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Candlelight concerts arrive at the Stockholm
City Hall this Christmas
Continuing their global expansion, Fever, the leading entertainment discovery

platform, quickly becoming known as the “Netflix of experiences”, brings their

Fever Original musical concept to the Swedish capital. 

Having already delighted more than 2 million people in New York, London, Sydney, Paris,

Madrid and more than 90 cities worldwide, Fever brings the magic of its "Candlelight" concerts

to Stockholm. 
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The Candlelight concerts are a classical music production presenting iconic pieces at an

accessible price and, at the same time, offering the community access to the cultural heritage of

each city since these shows leave their usual context -concert halls- to immerse themselves in

the most magical places of the cities through which they pass. This original Fever concept has

succeeded in bringing classical music to a whole new audience, given that 70% of the guests are

under the age of 40 years old.

“Fever and its “Fever Originals” aim to democratize and facilitate access to
culture and entertainment. Candlelight was born with this goal in mind: a series
of contemporary classical music concerts with emblematic pieces at an
affordable price.” 
— Fran Hein, Fever’s Cofounder

Candlelight concerts have been performed in unique venues worldwide, from churches to

libraries to mansions and other historic landmarks that form part of each cities cultural

heritage, creating a network of talented local musicians in each city. 

The greatest hits of Vivaldi, Mozart, Beethoven or Chopin, will sound with the intimate light of

countless candles illuminating the famous Stockholm City Hall starting this December. Located

in the heart of the city, this Stockholm's major tourist attractions will be the perfect place to

make the Candlelight Magic happen.

Candlelight: Beethoven and Mozart's Best Works - December 19th

Candlelight: Vivaldi Four Seasons - December 21st

Candlelight Holiday Special: “The Nutcracker” and More - December 22nd

All concerts will follow guidelines for COVID safety measures, operating at safe capacities,

with socially distanced seating. 

More information about upcoming concerts and tickets here.
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ABOUT FEVER

Fever is the leading global entertainment discovery platform, helping over 60 million people every month to
discover the best experiences in their cities. Through its platform, Fever inspires users to enjoy unique local
experiences, from immersive exhibitions, interactive theatrical experiences, festivals, to molecular cocktail pop-
ups, while collaborating with and empowering event organizers to create new experiences together with our
Fever Originals data-driven approach.
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